Postdoctoral position available
INDO-FRENCH PROJECT

The Indo-French Centre for the Promotion of Advanced Research (IFCPAR/CEFIPRA) is funding a project on ‘Crystalllographic studies on interaction of unnatural substrates with cytochrome P450cam’ to be jointly carried out by Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Mumbai, India and Institut de Biologie Structurale (IBS), Grenoble, France.

A two-year Postdoctoral position is available in the laboratory of Professor Juan C. Fontecilla-Camps, Laboratoire de Cristallographie et de Cristallogénèse des Protéines, Institut de Biologie Structurale Jean-Pierre Ebel, CEA/CNRS, Grenoble, France. The group is internationally recognised for protein crystallography and the candidate would be working on crystallography of metalloenzymes.

For the postdoctoral positions, candidates who have completed their Ph.D. in protein crystallography and have proven expertise in biomolecular crystallography would be considered. The Fellowship for the post-doctoral fellow is EURO 1850 per month.

Candidates may directly apply to Professor Juan C. Fontecilla-Camps, Head, Laboratoire de Cristallographie et de Cristallogénèse des Protéines, Institut de Biologie Structurale Jean-Pierre Ebel, CEA/CNRS, 41, rue Jules Horowitz (ex-Avenue des Martyrs), 38027 Grenoble Cedex 1, France or contact Prof. S. Mazumdar, Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Mumbai for details.

---

Banaras Hindu University
School of Biotechnology

Applications are invited for the following temporary posts under two research schemes sponsored by the Department of Biotechnology, New Delhi (P-07/336) and Ministry of Environment and Forests, New Delhi (P-07/252).

1. **Junior Research/Project Fellow (No. 1):** Rs 8000 p.m./Rs 5000 p.m.; M.Sc. (with min. 55% marks) in Microbiology/Biotechnology or related subject. Candidates having NET/GATE/research experience in the project related field shall be preferred. Upper age limit – 28 years (relaxable by 5 years in case of SC/ST/female/physically challenged candidates) (P-07/252).

2. **Laboratory/Field Assistant (No. 1):** Rs 3000 p.m. Fixed; Graduate or Intermediate with experience of working in Microbiology/Biotechnology laboratory, upper age limit – 30 years (relaxable by 5 years in case of SC/ST/female/physically challenged candidates; upper age limit may also be relaxed for earlier work experience in project in BHU) (P-07/336).

Applications on plain paper giving bio-data along with qualifications, research experience, etc. supported by attested documents should reach within 15 days of this advertisement to **Prof. A. K. Tripathi, Principal Investigator, School of Biotechnology, Faculty of Science, Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi 221 005.** (No TA/DA will be paid if called for interview.)